
 
Get Teaching Ideas for Primary on the IEE website: 
http://ierg.ca/IEE/teacher-resources/teacher-tips/ 
 
And from the imaginED blog 

Ø Info and resources: http://www.educationthatinspires.ca/imaginative-
ecological-education-2/ 

Ø A range of posts from imaginative eco educators: 
http://www.educationthatinspires.ca/imaginative-ecological-
education-2/imaginative-ecological-ed-iee-posts/ 

Ø Lessons for Living Attentively: 
http://www.educationthatinspires.ca/imaginative-ecological-
education-2/lessons-for-living-attentively/ 

Ø The Secret Life of Worms and Soil: 
http://www.educationthatinspires.ca/imaginative-ecological-
education-2/the-secret-life-of-worms-soil/ 

Ø Walking Curriculum information and a range of walks: 
http://www.educationthatinspires.ca/walking-curriculum-imaginative-
ecological-learning-activities/walking-curriculum/ 

 
 
Let’s Get Outside with the Walking Curriculum 
*These quick and easy walks pair an inquiry theme with a cognitive tool to 
engage and grow imagination. They combine Feeling, Activeness and Place 
principles of IEE. Adapt for all ages—and, ideally, make up your own using the 
Cognitive Tools on the attached “cheat sheet” (pp. 1-2 of this handout) 
     
Borders Walk—Notice areas of transition on your walk.  Where are the 
borders to your walk?  What borders appear to you within your walking space? 
Sense of Mystery:  How do you know it is a ‘border’? What are the clues? 
      
  



Vertical World Walk—Take note of all that pulls your gaze downward and 
upward. What shapes and spaces fill the in-between world? 
Joking & Humour:  What would it be like to live off the ground?  Imagine what 
school would be like if it was normal to exist above ground.  How would games 
like basketball be played?    
 
Lovely/Unlovely Walk—What do you notice on your walk that is lovely or 
pleasing?  What do you find offensive or unappealing? 
Change of Context:  Begin by creating a list of items you consider “lovely” and 
“unlovely”.  Now, imagine you are one grumpy person and you like to disagree 
with everyone about everything.  Exchange lists with someone in the class.  
Your job is to now find what is “lovely” in the “unlovely” things you see on your 
peer’s list.  What does this “unlovely” object contribute to our world in a 
positive way?  Do the same for the “lovely” list—how are these objects not-
so-wonderful?    
 
Feeling Rooted Walk—What do you find that has “roots”?  What do you notice 
about the roots?   
Metaphors: Humans often use language related to trees (and other plants) to 
describe themselves.  For example, we talk about “be rooted” or “branching 
out”.  What does it mean to have good roots?  What does it mean to branch 
out?  Talk to people in your community—what other ways do we apply “tree 
language” to ourselves?   
  
Corners Walk—How many different corners do you notice?  Take note of 
where you find corners.  How are the corners different?  What makes a 
corner a corner? 
Metaphor & Humour:  What does it mean to “feel cornered” or “have your back 
in a corner”? Imagine being cornered by a wild, ferocious animal.  Thankfully, 
you speak that animal’s language...  What would you say to get out of the 
precarious situation you are in? (Alternative: Create other such imaginative 
and humourous scenarios and conversations between common playground 
predator and prey.) 
 
 



Overview: Cognitive Tools for Imaginative Ecological Education  
  

Activeness:  Engaging The Body*
Bodily Senses 
How can the body’s senses contribute to 
learning the topic?  How can the topic engage 
the embodied nature of the mind?  How can 
students use their senses to experience a 
sense of embeddedness in the world? 
 
Emotions 
How can emotional responses be evoked?  In 
what ways can the topic engage students as 
“perfinkers”? (That is, tie up perception, 
feeling and thinking?) 
 
*Use these tools for students of all ages. 
 
 

Musicality, Rhythm, Pattern 
What patterns contribute to the meaning of 
the topic? How might students track 
different rhythms or patterns as part of 
their learning? 
 
Gesture / Communication  
How can the body be used to evoke meaning 
or to convey an idea central to the topic? 
 
Sense of Relation 
What activities can allow students’ to engage 
with features of the natural world?  How can 
they be supported in forming emotional 
connections with Place?

 
Feeling & Place-Making: Engaging Tools of Orality*

Story 
What is the emotional significance of this 
topic? What’s the story? How can we select 
content to bring out emotional meaning?  
 
Binary Opposites 
What emotionally charged binary opposites 
will help to tell the story of this topic 
 
Metaphor 
What metaphors will help engage students’ 
imaginations? How can students use metaphor 
to demonstrate their understanding? 
 
Mental Images 
What vivid mental image (formed through oral 
language) will engage students’ emotions and 
tell them how to feel about the topic? 
 
Jokes & Humour 
What double meanings, absurd or incongruous 
elements in the topic can be evoked? 
 
 

Games, Drama & Play 
Can you recreate the topic in a game or play? 
Can the students experience the emotional 
significance of the topic through play? 
 
Mystery & Puzzles 
What mysteries can be found within the 
topic? Look for both puzzles that can be 
solved as well as mysteries that can pull the 
mind in and engage imaginations.  
 
Rhyme, Rhythm & Pattern 
How can the topic be explored though the 
music of oral language: rhyme, alliteration, 
onomatopoeia, rhythm and meter, etc.? 
 
Formation of Emotional Attachments 
What local natural object(s) might students 
learn about or engage with in the learning of 
this topic that might contribute to their 
sense of place? 
 
*These cognitive tools are ideal for primary/ 
early elementary students but used by all ages. 



 
 
 

Feeling & Place-Making: Engaging Tools of Literacy*
Heroic Qualities 
What heroic qualities can be found within 
the topic such as courage, kindness, 
ingenuity, perseverance or loyalty? How can 
these qualities be evoked for students 
through your teaching? 
 
Extremes & Limits 
What extremes or limits about the topic 
(e.g. greatest, most dangerous, biggest, 
smallest, strangest etc.) can capture 
students’ imaginations?  
  
Revolt & Idealism 
What ideals or challenges to the norm are 
evident within the topic? How can students 
experience these struggles?  
 
Change of Context & Role Play 
How can a change in context allow students 
to emotionally experience the topic? (e.g. 
changes in perspective, classroom 
environment, classroom routines/patterns, or 
ways of learning)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Humanization of Meaning 
Who is the person behind this topic? What 
were they like? Why was it created? What is 
the historic source of this topic? How does 
the topic connect with the life experience of 
someone in the world? 
 
Collecting & Organizing 
Can students become experts in one area of 
the topic by collecting details?  What 
aspect(s) of the topics can students learn 
exhaustively? 
 
The Literate Eye: Graphic Organizers 
What visual tools such as lists, flowcharts 
and diagrams will make it easier for the eye 
to retrieve information? 
 
Creation of Special Places: Forts, Dens & 
Hideouts 
How can students learn this topic in a way 
that nurtures a sense of place?  In what 
ways can the topic be explored in the local 
context? 
 
*These cognitive tools are ideal for 
intermediate through secondary school 
students.

*Original resource created by Tannis Calder
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